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In the new millennium, the politics, needs, priorities and planning itself are in constant change and obviously new challenges in terms of city planning are put forward. Today many cities are working to encourage populations to return to their urban core through the creation of revitalization efforts to distressed neighborhoods and old downtown centers. Industrial zones are moving, life styles are changing and growth and immigration in mega cities are still an issue. Given the importance of cities as significant social, political and economic centers, the rethinking of planning comes at a principal moment when urban policy must be able to plan for a sustainable future in relation to the individual needs of neighborhoods, individuals and established urban systems. Global politics may have different effects on every city in different parts of the world but the questions remain the same: Was the planning of a city proved to be the correct transformation? Has the right method of planning and execution been applied? What has been planned at different periods and what has happened in the end? How can the global criteria for city planning be defined for the future of the cities? And of course, how can planning thereby play a more significant role in inspiring and instructing the positive transformation of towns, cities, regions, and communities?

The conference will draw attention to present, past and future cities from all around the world to enable a comparative view. Rethinking planning seems necessary in a world where cities become places of commerce and economic opportunity toward a shared vision of how integrated systems can come together to create a shared sense of common future. From fundamental restructuring of the world’s economy to climate change, the challenges of planning have changed dramatically. These challenges are daunting but they provide unprecedented opportunities for planning to have global impacts like never before. Good planning has galvanized revolutionary and evolutionary change over the years, raising quality of life for all by proactively envisioning better futures and rallying resources to realize them.
THE ROLE OF LEISURE AND SPORT FACILITIES IN CONTEMPORARY CITIES

SARA GIULIA TRONCONE

Sara Giulia Troncone, PhD candidate, Politecnico di Milano

Abstract

The question *What has been planned at different periods and what has happened in the end?* formulated to think on Cities and City Plans, offers the opportunity to make an analysis that starts from the city. Contemporary cities are like databases that give us such a countless information. The drawing up of the assumption of the conference underlines some specific issues: distressed neighborhoods, old downtown centers, moved industrial zones, changing life styles. This paper offers an interpretation of this issues through the analysis of sport and leisure facilities. City is both instrument and object of study. The attempt was to identify the main sports venues and recognize the general urban design in which they are located. The recognition of the variety in its form and function lead back to the problem of determining how much such spaces are required and where it should be located. A weakness of the standard lies in its emphasis on the total provision of open space, with no guidance as to its location. Location is allied to function. A hierarchy of open-space uses can be conceived, varying from those of purely local significance to those with regional importance serving the town or city as a whole.

In terms of active recreation, participation in many sports is only attractive if it can be reasonably frequent in a convenient location. The distinction in this sense between indoor and outdoor sports is somewhat artificial so far as an individual’s recreation pattern is concerned: the difference may be of interest or of season, but all involve an active regard for physical exertion. Newcastle upon Tyne is taken as a case-study to recognize the system of sports and leisure facilities in relation to the urban structure. The analysis would be taken as a starting point to think about planning of leisure activities and make comparisons with other cities.

Introduction. Sport, City and Architecture

The research I am working on is about the relation in sport buildings between specialization and functional integration in the context of urban strategies. To analyze this issue Milan is the main case-study. The first goal is to identify macro themes that make possible the comparison between different urban context. There is a wide literature about sport buildings. We could find out three leading research lines: the sociological point of view focuses on the relationship among sport phenomenon, community and spatial dimension (Porro, 2001, Brohm, 2002, Augustin, 2007); the cases of mega-events deal with sport, city and urban regeneration (Amin and Thrift, 2001, Anholt, 2007); the technological matter relate building design to energy efficiency and innovative building materials (Richards, 2004, Culley and Pascoe, 2009). The British context shows a different urban settlement from the Italian ones and provides interesting food for thought. Pointing out few key stages in the history of British legislation about sport facilities helps and supports the understanding of urban stratifications. Indoor swimming baths date back to the Baths and Washhouses Act of 1849 and Newcastle could claim to have the oldest public swimming baths in Britain: the original Northumberland baths had been built in 1839. (Gordon and Inglis, 2009) For other sports, George V Fund was established in 1936 to create or improve public parks and George VI Foundation to promote facilities for young people. After that the most relevant facts were: the Wolfenden Report that, in 1960, revealed a shortage of sports facilities, and the Albemarle Report for the Central Council for Physical Recreation. The establishment of the Albemarle
Committee in 1958 to review the youth service came at a time of growing concern with the problems of youth. The aim was to bridge the gap between what is provided for social and recreational life of young people during formal education period, and what is provided thereafter. This report recommended building sport centres in London, Stoke and Newcastle upon Tyne (Houlihan and White, 2002).

Thinking of places for leisure, not only strictly related to sport, is possible to identify a hierarchy of spaces: the hierarchical nature of the arrangement of recreation facilities refers to neighborhood, local or city-wide populations. Most facilities operate typically at one level in the hierarchy: playground, tennis courts and art gallery, for example, at neighborhood, local and city-wide levels respectively. Open spaces, more varied in scope or form, are less easily characterized: urban parks range from simple grassed areas with no more than neighborhood appeal to large expanses with a wide range of specialized facilities serving the whole city.

In bigger cities the location within the urban fabric and the accessibility of the provision is significant as the function itself.

Three main distinct kinds of pattern are recognizable: cultural leisure, largely at the centre, serve a national, if not international, catchment; swimming pools and sport centres, far more widespread, with an essentially local function; main green areas and golf courses have a regional impact. (Patmore, 1983)

Open spaces and recreational areas are not synonymous. To fulfill its recreational role, open space takes many forms. Parks of varied design, whether informal open spaces, formal gardens, or areas of woodland, satisfy more passive needs. Specific demands are served by children's playgrounds and sports field, while areas of water, both natural and artificial, enhance amenity and add further opportunities for recreation.

The work carried out on Newcastle is based on a study-tour and on a direct experience of the city.

How to recognize the described structures in the urban context?

**Walks in Newcastle upon Tyne**

The city of Newcastle upon Tyne was chosen to make evidence of what could be the hierarchies described above. A punctual reconstruction of the historical development of the city does not seem useful for the analysis. However, we start from a survey of the current city, with the organization of three different walks to story and describe the city and its leisure opportunities.

The planning of these routes was based on the identification of areas with well-defined character, in which the concept of recreational places is shown differently, but in coherence with the context.

---

![Figure 2. Scheme of the three walks](image-url)
Walk 1: the city centre
The first walk is through the city centre.

The heart of Newcastle is quite compact for a city with such large a population, with advantages where business, education and entertainment are concentrated. The city center is limited by the two main places dedicated to sport: on the south by the Tyne, where rowing paralleled the emergence of Newcastle as an industrial centre, and on the north by the Town Moor Park, that remarkable survival of ancient privilege, dates 1357. The City Freemen had the right to pasture upon it, and have maintained the right to preserve the Town Moor as an open space. This is a common trait to many Anglo-Saxon cities and reminds the Boston Common, the oldest public park in the history of the USA, that in 1634 was designated as a common pasture. 

The architectural rebuilding of city centre by Richard Grainger (1797-1861) and John Dobson (1787-1865) in the 1840s was a symbol of the city position as commercial, financial and cultural centre. The result is the best designed Victorian town in England. (Pevsner and Richmond, 1957)

Grainger’s new central layout contained the Grainger Market, designed by Dobson, the Theatre Royal, by John and Benjamin Green (both buildings replacing earlier structures located elsewhere) and the Central Exchange, designed by Wardle and Walker.

Grey Street was the key part of redevelopment plan that provide a new and important link between the upper and the lower town. Architecturally the street is conceived as a series of long, symmetrical blocks of uniform height. The Theatre Royal is the greatest public building of the street, located at a key point on its curve and designed with a grand portico of corinthian pilasters that maximizes its impact.

The Grey’s Monument, whose statue is placed on a 147 feet Roman Doric Column, closes the view culminating at the point where Grey Street and Grainger Street meet at their junction with Blacket Street, along which the medieval Town Walls formerly ran.

Figure 3. View of Grey Street. The Theatre Royal, on the right, and the Grey’s Monument

To the left Eldon Square and on the right the main axis of the city.

At first the axis sequences the Tyne Bridge, Pilgrim Street and Northumberland Street. The continuity of the roads was broken by the construction of a traffic roundabout that works on different levels for the shunting of vehicles incoming in the city. Later we will come back to the sixties city project in which the roundabout was planned. The perception of the axis, however, is guaranteed by the Swan House designed by Sir Robert Matthew & Partners in 1961. The building elevates on the traffic below with a bridge structure.
The importance of this place is also highlighted by the project developed in 1924 by Robert Burns Dick. The plan provided an intersection from the Tyne Bridge and feeding a new road to the quayside. A major new axial route would have led from the Tyne Bridge to Barras Bridge, running east of Northumberland Street (its northward section anticipating the present John Dobson Street). Another new north-south route parallel to this was planned to lie to the west of Pilgrim Street. The most impressive feature of the plan would have been a boulevard leading from Barras Bridge to a new Civic Center in Exhibition Park. The project was providing concentration of public main activities, of which a sport facility.

Although Burns Dick’s plan was not realized some elements of the contemporary city make us able to recognize the most important aspects of this project; the location of the current City Centre, moved on the northern fringes of the city, and the redevelopment of Pilgrim Street.

The end of the Second World War saw the central area of Newcastle largely undamaged by bombing, and so it still represented an expression of Georgian and Victorian classicism. However, the whole conurbation was very run-down and also faced problems of severe traffic congestion. Little was done until the sixties, when Wilfred Burns (1923-1984) became the city’s Chief Planning Officer, and Thomas Daniel Smith (1915-1993) was the Leader of the Council. They called for a comprehensively modernized city and the slogan Brasilia of the North come out. (Pendlebury, 2001). This part of the city shows meaningful aspects of this plan though it was not completed in many important developments.

The building of the new Civic Centre, designed by George Kenyon in 1950 was part of this plan and is considered one of the most celebrated postwar municipal building in Britain (Encyclopedia of Contemporary British Culture, 1999). Construction started in 1958 and continued in stages until 1968. A distinctive character is the expressive articulation of distinct elements, linked internally by the staircase hall. With the instrument of the modernist architecture current at that time, it makes reference to the medieval city: the carillon tower similarly echoes the bell tower of St Nicholas’s Cathedral.

South along John Dobson Street, at the crossing with Northumberland Road there is the City Hall and Baths. Planning began in 1921 as a result of which the Baths Committee opted for a multi-functional building combining baths and a public hall. This group of buildings, opened in 1928 and designed by C. Nicolas and J. E. Dixon-Spain, was the major public complex to be constructed after the First World War. The facade, in a classical composition, is tripartite. The central building is the entrance: three arches supported by square pillars leading through arched doors into an open entrance lobby, over a floor with windows and over again the final crowning. The symmetry of the facade conceals the structure’s internal organization: the central entrance bay gives access to the swimming bath, and the right-hand colonnade to the concert hall.

On this site, during the nineteenth century, a cricket ground was situated between Ellison Place and Northumberland Street. This in turn was overlooked by the Northumberland Street Baths, a domed building of the 1837-1839, design by Dobson: as mentioned, the first public swimming pool in Britain.
Walk 2: stadium, parks and play
Thanks to the gradient of the ground on which the city was built, you can have distinct views of the stadium from different positions; here a truly representation of a Folk Cathedral. (Bale, 1993)

This will be the beginning of the second walk, devoted to parks.
Running along Gallowgate to reach it, it seems very arbitrary the choice not to include it in the first itinerary. But looking at the city map is clear that this place represents the ending part of Leazes Park. **St James Park** was actually built as part of the city’s Town Moor. During the summer of 1886, Newcastle West End’s supporters decided to build a 8 foot height fence creating a somewhat border from the rest of Castle Leazes and was the blueprint of the current St. James Park. The first Newcastle United game played here was in 1892 following the merger of West End and East End.
The early success during the 1900’s now attracted huge crowds and a supposed 70,000 tried to gain entry to the game. However, although huge crowds were pouring in to watch Newcastle, there were still difficulties in further expanding the stadium.
Archibald Leitch (1865-1939), the football ground designer, in 1926, drew up plans to cover stands with seating at a higher level and terracing in front. (Inglis, 2005) However, the proposal saw the club conflicting with the corporation and the local residents of Leazes Terrace who opposed any potential expansion. St James Park had remained largely
unaltered. The fifties saw the introduction of floodlights around most top ground and St James Park was actually the third First Division ground to play under floodlights. However, there were many problems with the floodlights at St James, as the telegraph poles were too low which created many gaps and shadows. In 1971, Faulkner-Brown, Hendy, Watkinson and Stonor were invited to break the deadlock between the Club and the City by preparing a master plan for phased. Development of the ground beginning with the East Stand.

In the eighties two stadium tragedies changed the outlook on health and safety in stadiums. The Valley Parade fire meant the West Stand at St James was to be demolished and reconstructed because wooden stands were now seen as being too dangerous to host a football match, while the Hillsborough disaster ensured that teams in the top two divisions, with a capacity of over 20,000 had to meet with the all-seater regulation.

The new East stand takes the form of huge in situ concrete frame cast from an intricate striated form work. The frame provides a textured contrast at street level to the elegant sandstone of the surround Georgian terraces. Indeed, the east stand attempts to limit the perimeter height at this level cantilevering the upper parts of the structure above.

During the nineties the demand for Newcastle United season tickets had proved problematic and there were proposals of Newcastle moving stadiums. Different locations were proposed; the most studied was to move into Castle Leazes. However, was decided against the proposed move and set out to redevelop the Milburn and Leazes stand with two double tiers, expanding the stadiums capacity to 52,000, in what we know St James Park of today.

![Figure 7. St James Park in 1930, 1970 and today](image)

This is an interesting case in which the stadium shows the stratigraphy of its history, and symbolizes the huge value of sporting sites as repositories of shared memories, the emotional connection that spectators and participants have with particular places and traditions.

As mentioned, on the south there is the City Centre, on the north the view opens to the Leazes Park. Parks represent, especially in English tradition, the place of recreation and entertainment from labor rhythms and urban landscapes. The main outdoor facilities are here; boating lake, tennis courts, bowling greens, play grounds, tea house and, of course, walks.

It's interesting to know that a proposal, dating 1861, centered on improving the Town Moor with walks, drivers and riders, and creating a continuous park from Castle Leazes to Brandling Village out of the south-east part of it. However, little was done until 1868, when a scheme for landscaping and beautifying the Town Moor by the ornithologist and landscape designer John Hancock (1808-1890) was laid. This scheme proposed a series of roads across the Moor, that would have been extensively planted with trees, especially around its edges, and in irregular belts extending to Castle Leazes. In the latter area a road, flanked by trees, would have extended to St Thomas's Terrace before curving round to cut northwards through the vicinity of Claremont Place into a more formal ‘ornamental park’ created in the south-east corner of the Moor. This, incorporating the area of the ‘bull park’ (now part of the present Exhibition Park), would have included paths and ornamental lakes.

The scheme was rejected and two separate parks were created: one at Castle Leazes and the other in the area of the ‘bull park’.
Between this two there is the Royal Victoria Infirmary. On the north the Exhibition Park whit other outdoor facilities and beyond the Town Moor, site of the biggest fair in Britain, The Hoppings, occupying 40 acres a mile away from the city.

This context exemplifies a theme that is common in sports facilities of the late nineteenth-early twentieth century: the link between exhibition park and recreational ground. Possible references could be made to earlier Modern Olympic Games: in Paris 1900 sport venues were a temporary additions of the main Exposition Universelle; in 1904 the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was the site of the games. In these cases, the expositions, and then the games, moved from the reuse of areas contiguous to the consolidated urban core. (Gold and Gold, 2007) Going beyond the history of the Olympic Games: the Prater in Vienna, designed in 1929-1931 by Otto Ernst Schweizer (1890-1965) is just an example.

During the sixties was launched a landscape competition for a scheme that would develop the Moor as a family recreational centre. The most different facilities were asked for in this plan. Currently there is not so much of the winning project. A golf course and a horse-riding track are the main permanent activities at the Moor.

Crossing the Great N Road there is Jesmond, a residential suburb. The Mooracres Playing Fields, a sequences of outdoor facilities, separates the residential area from the main road. The heart of this community has been the Jesmond Cricket Ground since 1887. Designed by L. J. Couves & Partners in 1963, the current stands and, above this, the club’s building that overlook the field through a terrace. The brick, which is used as the main building material, remind the architecture of northern Europe (Jan Wils, just to name one) rather than Victorian architecture of the neighborhood in which it is located.
On the east there is the **Ouseburn Parks**: a five district green places make up by Paddy Freeman's Park, Jesmond Dene, Armstrong Park, Heaton Park and Jesmond Vale. Stretch 2 miles from end to end following the valley of the River Ouseburn, which, during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was fast-flowing, sustaining water mills along its banks between South Gosforth and the Tyne. There, at the mouth of the Ouseburn, was a great variety of industrial activities including shipbuilding, with leadworks and glass making further upstream. The aspiration for each stage of development of the Ouseburn valley were profoundly different. Initially, the valley between Gosforth and Heaton was riddled with coal mines; it then became a wealthy merchant's landscaped park. Subsequently it was divided and partly planted as a Victorian woodland garden and then, at the end of the nineteenth century, it was given to the City as a public park.

Today it is a oasis of green near the city that, in its entire length, provides different opportunities for leisure time. Both the south and in the north areas are equipped for the most popular outdoor sports. In the north in particular, these are completed by facilities for indoor activities. The **Real Tennis Court** is a large indoor court built in 1894 by Frank West Rich (1840-1929). Built of red brick, it has four octagonal corner turrets and buttresses supporting the highly side walls. The south wall has six circular high-level windows; the north wall is similar but with arched ones. The playing area is also lit by continuous roof-lights, structured by a sequence of seven wooden, slender, trusses. The **Jesmond Swimming Pool** was built in 1938 in a red bricks building, with a large skylight that brings light into the swimming hall. The pool was closed in 1991 and was taken over by not-for-profit trusts, a social enterprise: the Jesmond Swimming Project, formed 23 days before the closure, now led the response from the community.

**Walk 3: what lies beyond?**

The third and last walk develops east to the City centre, along the banks of the River Tyne. If the first walk showed the Newcastle urban character and the second one its parks, this route has the intent to penetrate the immense suburbs surrounding the center.

The Est End developed in the late nineteenth century to house industrial workers. Coal mining had collapsed by the mid-twentieth century and shipbuilding began to decline in the sixties and seventies, with the last shipyard closing in 2006.

Two of these neighborhoods were chosen: Byker and Walker, that previously shared the typical urbanization of Victorian terraced housing.

To reach the first one, walk along the Quayside Park. **Quayside** is an area along the banks of the River Tyne that was once an industrial area and busy dockside. Since docks became run-down, the area has been redeveloped to provide art, music and culture venues as well as new housing developments.

From here is possible to have a first view of the destination, just stopping halfway the Gateshead Millennium Bridge and look eastward: **Byker**.
During the sixties, Newcastle City Council decided upon a policy of wholesale replacement of this residential area and Ralph Erskine (1914-2005) was appointed to mastermind the redevelopment. The estate as a whole was largely completed by 1981.

The development is divided into two parts: an eight storey linear block and an expanse of two storey houses configured as terraces.

The 'wall' element, the long building, is conceived as a barrier to protect the main site from both motorway noise and cold winds. It contains flats and rises in height from three storey at the east, to eight-storey portions, and then to the wedge-shaped, thirteen-storey block at the west end. The symbolism of a protective wall is powerful in Newcastle, given the historic legacy of Hadrian’s Wall, that ran close to the site.

The project was developed in consultation with residents leading to the retention of a number of existing buildings on the site including a Victorian church and the Shipley Baths, 1886. The baths are incorporated into the ‘wall’ and converted for use as a climbing-centre.

The traditional architecture of the late nineteenth century British baths: red brick building and slate pitched roofs with large glass skylights. Going inside the building you can get the vital character of this place that the integration into the ‘wall’ has been able to preserve.

Keeping on east there is Walker, where was the largest single shipyard in the country. The development of this land is close to the Byker’s one. Indeed, the main differences are in recent history. Here the decline of shipbuilding has been protracted and regeneration has yet to transform the landscape of this industrial ruins.

A replacement housing plan was not implemented, but an important leisure centre was built.

The Lightfoot Centre (1963-1965) by Williamson, Faulkner-Brown & Partners was conceived in the wake of the already mentioned Wolfenden Report of 1960 and promoted the construction of multi-purpose sports centres. Several are the public buildings designed by Harry Faulker-Brown (1920-2008), known for the drafting of the "Ten Commandments" for the design of libraries (Dewe, 2006)

This was one of the first indoor sport centre in the country, where a large capacity space was quickly adapted for large spectator events, public rallies and even religious ceremonies.

The structure is formed out of a series of laminated timber ribs, connected to a ring beam at the apex of the dome creating an unobstructed internal diameter of 61 meters making it the largest dome in Europe at the time of its construction; it was pioneering in every sense. Prefabricated, reinforced fibre-glass panels were used to cover the dome, allowing daylight to filter into the sports hall. The oculus at the centre provides natural ventilation to the interior.
Currently part of the building houses the library, moved from the Lady Stephenson Library, and a series of outdoor fields complete the offer of sports activities. The architects claim to have modeled it upon Pier Luigi Nervi's Sports Palace in Rome. More generally, it is clear the reference to the experiments on the type of the sports hall during the sixties: like Nervi, also the works by Felix Candela, with the Mexico City sport palace, and the experimentation made by Kenzo Tange upon sport hall. The paper would be a first, general, exemplification of how is possible to talk about sport venues not only referring to mega-events nor at the most advanced technologies, but also focusing on the urban and architectural aspect of the every-day leisure facilities.
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